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No one is born hating
another person because
of the colour of his skin,
or his background, or
his religion. People must
learn to hate, and if they
can learn to hate, they can
be taught to love, for love
comes more naturally to
the human heart than its
opposite.
Nelson Mandela

18 July 1918 to 5 December 2013

The Great Morning, Philip Otto Runge, detail

Celebratory Birthdays 2014
Becoming 100
Betty Colville, Simeon Houses....................26 September
Becoming 97
Mary Hobson, Simeon Houses.............................18 April
Becoming 95
Jack Knight, Simeon Houses..........................9 September
Becoming 94
Lenie Seyfert-Landgraff, Clanabogan........................ 8 July
Becoming 93
Margit Engel, Überlingen................................. 19 January
Marianne Gorge, Simeon Houses......................... 16 June
Becoming 92
Monica Dorrington, Ringwood............................. 20 June
Eleanor Shartle, Kimberton Hills..................... 10 October
Becoming 91
Irma Roehling, Camphill Farm Hermanus.............27 April
Baruch Urieli, Kyle Community...................... 23 October
Becoming 90
Elizabeth Patrzich, Simeon Houses.................. 30 January
Geoffrey Bell, Simeon Houses.....................22 December
Becoming 85
Alan Henderson, Botton Village....................... 12 January
Dorette Schwabe, Ringwood................................21 April
Rita Weidmann, Milton Keynes............................ 24 May
Muriel Engel, Tornadee, Aberdeen........................... 2 July
Rosemarie Ziegler, Tübingen.........................1 December
Gabriel v Jeetze, Überlingen........................11 December
Cordula Bohm, The Lehenhof......................12 December
Margrit Metraux, Copake Village ................20 December
Becoming 80
Elred Key, West Coast, South Africa................... 9 January
Gerry Thomas, Hapstead, Devon.......................... 24 May
Heidi Feucht, Dunshane......................................... 5 June
Elisabeth Schafer, Föhrenbühl............................... 17 June
Elizabeth Gladstone, Delrow................................ 17 June
Brigitte Greuter, Basel........................................... 24 June
Wulf Levin, Lehenhof............................................ 12 July
Thammo von Freeden, Newton Dee..............3 September
Stella Russell, West Coast, South Africa.........5 September
Fiona Masterton, Simeon Houses.................20 September
Rebecca Ferran, Glencraig.............................. 31 October
Solveig Whittle, Botton Village........................ 31 October

Becoming 75
Friedemann Liebeck, Sellen............................. 21 January
Adelheid Spieth, Lehenhof............................... 22 January
Cobie den Hollander, Glencraig...................... 24 January
Michael Marcade, Perceval.............................12 February
Michael Morrow, Botton Village.......................... 4 March
Shirley Wilson, West Coast, South Africa........... 14 March
Mickey Nef, Botton Village................................ 19 March
Barbara Rodger, Beaver Run.............................. 28 March
Ursula Graupner, Lehenhof.................................. 12 May
Ina von Storp, Lehenhof.......................................... 6 June
Marga Schnell, Camphill Estate............................ 24 June
Kumar Mal, Copake Village..................................... 9 July
Eric Hoyland, Oaklands Park.............................28 August
Anna Hirsch, Stourbridge..............................9 September
Clive Morris, Grange Village........................... 28 October
Hilder Hechter, Hermanus Farm..................18 December
Rose Marie Scheucher, West Coast S. A.......26 December
Helen Wolff, Copake Village........................30 December
Don Garrett, Kimberton Hills.......................31 December
Becoming 70
Wendelin von Mannstein, Lehenhof................ 26 January
Bernt Evensen, Vidaräsen..................................2 February
Heidi Reinardy, Clanabogan.............................2 February
Kamran Hatam, Newton Dee.........................13 February
Herman Gullich, Lehenhof.....................................8 April
Hege Nesheim, Vidaräsen.....................................16 April
John Sartain, Botton Village.................................... 1 May
Colin Moorcroft, Whitby....................................... 23 May
Maria Caspers, Föhrenbühl................................... 24 May
Nicholas Poole, Botton Village.............................. 24 May
Stephanie Rascher, Lehenhof................................... 2 July
Penny Cotterill, Delrow......................................11August
Almuth Schurenberg, Lehenhof.........................31 August
Elizabeth Simons, Newton Dee.....................2 September
Manuala Friedemann, Hausenhof..................7 September
Cynthia Hart, The Bridge Community..........11 September
Michael Boyd, Botton Village......................21 September
Pamela Watson, Botton Village....................28 September
Andrew Harris, Grange Village....................... 17 October
Erich Schotta, Hausenhof.............................12 November
Lüsa-Marja Leinonen, Sylvia-koti.................18 November
Greetings and apologies to Mike Hailey, who has retired
from Thomastown in Ireland, for not listing his 70th birthday
which took place on 6 October.

Any additions or changes, please let Sandra Stoddard know at: sandrastoddard@gmail.com +44(0)1224733415

D

ear Friends, I was recently asked, ‘How do you get all the
names together for the Celebratory Birthday lists?’. So I
will share with you how it works. I try and keep in touch with
many Camphill places by sending out emails asking for up to
date lists of the older members of their community; some of the
places in Britain I telephone to save them work. Many people
are happy to help but often I get no reply to my email requests.
Sometimes people are very sad not to have their names on
the celebratory lists and I have to explain that if they or someone in their community has not contacted me I cannot know
to include their name. I always try very hard to make sure the
lists are correct but if someone has moved or passed away I
cannot know, especially if the knowledge is not recorded in
the Camphill Correspondence magazine. You can understand
that to keep records of older members all over the world is not
always possible, so I can only urge you to let me know; and
if someone does not want their name listed I will respect that.
Sincerely, Sandra Stoddard
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Peter Selg writes about Karl König
Contributed by Johannes Surkamp, Ochil Tower, Scotland
Johannes writes: Professor Doctor Peter Selg is the
founder and principal of the Ita Wegman Institute in
Arlesheim, Switzerland, and is a long-standing friend of
Camphill and the Karl König Archive. He is the author
of many books devoted to pupils and collaborators of
Rudolf Steiner. His great merit is to help us to look with
new eyes more deeply at personalities of whom we have
only a superficial grasp. In his small but significant book
(in German) The Culture of Selflessness, Rudolf Steiner
and The Fifth Gospel and the Age of Extremes, he turns to
Ita Wegman, the medical collaborator of Rudolf Steiner
and founder of a clinic, who was also a teacher and
friend of Karl König. The following paragraph offers an
essential aspect of König.

I

n the nineteen thirties Karl König also followed the
path (made accessible by Rudolf Steiner) as an existentially threatened and persecuted Jewish refugee and
immigrant. He was able to counter the forces of destruction and, obviously with the help of higher powers, he
founded a world-wide effective Christian community for
children in need of special care, conducting their work
in the sign of selflessness and willingness to sacrifice and
thereby act in the spirit of the Fifth Gospel. Already as a
child König had met Christianity independently. He had
hidden a Christ image in his wardrobe and was deeply
touched when on his way to school, he read the Christ
words above the entrance to a hospital: ‘What ye have
done to the least of my brethren, ye have done to me.’
During the First World War, König, at the beginning of

his youth, gave away clothing, full of compassion and
selflessly shaken by the destiny of the world. At sixteen,
he entered into his diary: ‘The sorrow of the world is in
me’. This led to his decision to take up the study of medicine: ‘The materialistic ocean will wash over me, yet I
will withstand.’ His whole further social-medical will
and the orientation of his heart was with the founding
of the Camphill movement which took place under the
same precept. It was equally strongly a deed in the image
of the Golgotha events, as also determined by the light
and warmth radiating from the coming Christ-events.
In Karl König lived the forces of wonder and astonishment which he developed in his studies of human embryology and form development, of compassion and of
conscience, with true authority in an almost archetypal
form. 1
Peter Selg acknowledges Dr Hans Müller-Wiedemann’s
biography on Karl König as one of the greatest biographies of the twentieth century written from a spiritualscientific point of view. He regrets that it is not more
widely known, not even in the Camphill movement.
Endnotes:

1 In connection to the second coming of Christ, Rudolf Steiner
refers to the soul-qualities of wonder and astonishment,
compassion and conscience as the most important.

Johannes has been a founder member of and was
actively involved in Camphill places in central
Scotland, Camphill Scotland and the Association.

Camphill Archive Inaugural Meeting

O

n 9 November 2013 we celebrated the inauguration
from a regional Camphill community meeting in Newton
Dee in the morning. The presence of our guests enriched
of the Camphill Archive in the Camphill Chapel,
a stone’s throw from Camphill House, the home of the
both meetings.
Karl König Archive in Aberdeen. Richard Steel opened
The Camphill Chapel has become the – perhaps only
with an address, taking us from the significance of the
temporary – home of this initiative. It has itself a notable
date 9 November in Central European and world history
history, as it was from early Camphill beginnings a place
up to questions of how an archive can become a tool
where the Offering Service and the Camphill Community
for working into the future. Karl König’s favourite
composer, Gustav Mahler – who was incidentally
born in the same little Moravian town as Bertha
König! – put his endeavour already into a nutshell:
“Tradition is to tend to the fire and not to worship
the ashes”. Richard also reminded us of the years
of work that many friends – usually during their
holidays – had put into reading and ordering so
many documents and preparing the ground for
the steps we are able to take now.
There were many guests, mostly from the places
around Aberdeen, who joined the Karl König Archive trustees and the archivists of the new archive:
John Byrde from Duffcarrig, Cherry How from Clanabogan and Richard Keys from Camphill School.
There were also greetings and good wishes from
people from further away who could not make the
journey, like Christoph König, Brigitte Köber and
Nick Poole. The chapel was more than full! By a
Richard Steel addressing the Camphill Archive Founding Meeting in the
lucky coincidence, this archive event followed on
Camphill Chapel
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meetings were held. For its new task it has been given a
large roof window to allow more light in. The altar space
had been designed and carved in the 1940s by Paul Bay.
In the back of the room boxes are filled with print and
photographs, the stuff of which archives are made of,
waiting to be sorted and catalogued.
This material has been coming together in the Karl
König Archive rooms in the last few years, often from
faraway places, until it became clear that it needed its
own place. While over in Camphill House all of Karl
König’s manuscripts, notes, lectures and books find their
home, here in the Camphill Archive books, lectures and
art of Thomas and Anke Weihs, Carlo Pietzner, Peter
Roth, Peter Engel, Hans-Heinrich Engel, Hans van der
Stok and many more people will come together. Also
community records, reports and photographs will be
stored here. This archive has the potential to become
more voluminous than Karl König’s legacy, except for
the hope that with the modern technology of digitisation
quantity will not necessarily translate into space. The
range of this archive is obviously open-ended, as the
Camphill movement is still developing. The literature
about Camphill is constantly expanding.
The trustees of the Karl König Archive are very happy
to assist this work with their expertise, which was
gained in a steep learning curve over the last few years,
particularly with regard to indexing and ordering. They
were gathered here not only to help with this founding,
but also to spend an intensive week working together.
The suggestion is to order the Camphill Archive material
modelled on the categories used for Karl König’s work:
1. Medical (therapies/nurses)
2. Curative Education/Social Therapy/Youth
Guidance (diagnostics, craft, village)
3. Education/Psychology/Training (Seminar)
4. Agriculture/Science/Nutrition
5. Social/Threefold Social Order (homemaking,
community building)

6. Camphill Movement/Region/Country
7. Religion/Festivals
8. General Anthroposophy
9. Inner Development
10. General History/Camphill Biographies (diaries)
11. Art/Literature/Music/Drama
12. Inner Community
This archive will become a very exciting collection of a
unique movement. While struggling more than ever with
its own development it garners growing interest from the
public that has many questions, which needs a portal
where it can find out about all aspects of Camphill.
The mood of the participants of the founding meeting
was very encouraging for this work to go ahead. The
whole movement is called to strengthen the awareness of the riches that can be found in our places – on
bookshelves, in cupboards, in boxes stored in lofts and
garages. There is precious material that the Camphill
archivists would like to collect and preserve for posterity.
Please, if you come across material that is potentially of
interest, get in touch with the Camphill Archive, to find
out how important it might be. We also would like to
hear from you if you can contribute some of your time
and expertise to this effort.
To get in touch with the Camphill Archive please contact
for the time being:
Christoph Hanni, aberdeen@karl-koenig-archive.net
or Richard Steel, r.steel@karl-koenig-archive.net
until the Camphill Archivists have their own dedicated
email addresses, details of which will be displayed in
due course on the website of the Karl König Institute.
www.karl-koenig-institute.net
On behalf of the trustees of the Camphill Archive:
John Byrde, Cherry How and Richard Keys
Christoph Hanni

The Camphill Academy: A community of learning in North America
Penelope Baring, Ghent, New York, United States

O

n May 5 this year the Camphill Academy was
ceremonially founded. The event took place in
Rose Hall in Kimberton Hills as the culmination of many
months of envisioning and hard practical work. Like
the Academy of Plato in ancient times this Camphill
Academy will be a place of learning; learning through
community, through science and art, through devotion
and inner self-development, through physical activity
and nature. It is to be like Plato’s garden with its open
gate where young people may come and mature into
world citizens.
The Camphill Academy is intended to be an umbrella
entity, which will in time provide a home, both esoterically and exoterically, to the various different training
courses and seminars conducted within the context of
Camphill in North America. It is intended to be a vehicle
for the ongoing inspiration and education of teachers, for
curriculum enhancement and development, for quality
assurance and all related aspects of higher or tertiary
education in the Camphill context.
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Why is this important? As we progress further into the
twenty first century it is becoming more and more difficult to uphold in all honesty what we used to recognize
as Camphill. Pragmatism and shortsighted bottom-line
thinking coupled with a somewhat naïve trust in basic
human nature has proven to be a shaky ground. Slowly
we are beginning to recognize that our own humanity
needs to be schooled and strengthened if we are to help
others. We need insight and we need skills. This was
the message of Rudolf Steiner almost ninety years ago
when he spoke to the first curative educators. It is far
more urgent now.
If we want to have Camphill places where responsible
co-workers can hold their own with social services but
also explain clearly why we live and work and heal the
way we do out of anthroposophy, then we must have
education.
Throughout the North American region we hear over
and again that the only sure way to maintain ‘Camphill’
standards is through investment in education. It is a clas-

sic rule of thumb that in order to remain healthy, vibrant
and relevant in our changing times any organization
needs to invest in the future through both research and
ongoing education, including further development or
‘graduate’ work for mature co-workers, whose training was perhaps decades ago. All this is to be fostered
through the Academy.
Classic Camphill Seminars have existed in Camphill
Special School (Beaver Run) and Camphill Village USA
Inc (Copake) since the 70s and 80s respectively. For
many decades these were three year courses modeled
very much on the original Seminar taught at Camphill
Rudolf Steiner Schools in Aberdeen. In fact, at the very
beginning only the first two years were available in the
USA. For completion one had to spend time in Camphill,
Aberdeen in order to have courses with a doctor. Later
and even now one of the Camphill doctors traveled to
America to teach such courses as embryogenesis and
diagnostics.
After the turn of the millennium a new impulse arose
to raise the existing Seminar to the level of a professional
university level course of study. Through the tireless work
of Jan Goeschel, this has been achieved. Working with
both the Beaver Run and the Copake faculties he re-cast
the courses into clearly progressive four-year paths of
study, the Curative Education Program and the Social
Therapy Program. These are currently offered under the
umbrella of the ‘Camphill School of Curative Education
and Social Therapy’, which is recognized by the International Curative Education and Social Therapy Council
and operates legally as a division of Camphill Special
School. Each program now has a clear curriculum and
course descriptions that can be recognized by accreditation agencies and universities, allowing students to
complete a BA degree together with their Diploma in
Curative Education or Social Therapy. First the Curative Education Program at Camphill Special School (in
2005) and then the Social Therapy Program at Copake
(in 2010) were reviewed and whole-heartedly endorsed
by a panel of three university professors in the field of
special education and social work, formally establishing
the courses as undergraduate level learning experiences.
Both the Curative Education and the Social Therapy
programs are now fully developed four year courses
eligible for college credit. This includes credit for practical mentored and evaluated involvement in home life,
school life and/or work life. With an additional ‘bachelor
completion’ fifth year students may receive their undergraduate degree. A number of students in Camphill
Special School have done so through our collaboration
with Prescott College, a progressive liberal arts college
in Prescott, Arizona. A similar BA-completion pathway
also exists through a partnership agreement with Empire
State College of the State University of New York.
In the meantime the smaller Camphill places as well
as some associated places in the region were asking
for training opportunities for their co-workers. Out of
this need a new concept came about, the ‘Community
Based Education Program’. This provides a flexible way
of following the curriculum of the Social Therapy Program through a combination of workshops and retreats
(some together with students from the core programs),
mentored independent study and courses arranged
for local groups of students that are aligned with curriculum guidelines. This program is also administered

under the umbrella of the Camphill School of Curative
Education and Social Therapy. Initially established as a
cohort within the Community-Based Extension Program,
The Social Therapy Program at Camphill Communities
California is now in the process of developing into a
two year course of studies running parallel to that established at Copake, with possibilities for students to
continue their studies in the advanced stages in Copake
or through the Community-Based Extension Program.
The legal ownership, development and administration
of all of these programs will eventually be embraced
by the newly incorporated Camphill Academy. The
participating Camphill communities and affiliates will
continue to offer the programs as members and partners
of the Academy, maintaining their practice-integrated
character, embedded within the life and work of the
participating communities.
The Camphill Academy is legally incorporated as a
non-profit organization, with a Collegium that makes up
its voting membership and serves as College of Teachers
for its activities as a ‘school without walls’. The Collegium is comprised of active senior faculty members from
its different programs, who are seconded to this task by
the participating communities. The Collegium appoints
a Board of Directors, which is responsible for overseeing
the management of the Academy’s operations.
As the future programs of the Academy, which are
now offered through the Camphill School of Curative
Education and Social Therapy, are currently the only
courses offered in the English language that provide a
full qualification in anthroposophic curative education
and social therapy, as well as a route towards a bachelor degree, they draw a diverse international group of
students. In order to maintain the possibility of bringing
students into the United States with educational visas,
the Camphill School of Curative Education and Social
Therapy is going through an accreditation process with
a federally recognized accreditation agency. This process
will need to be completed before any formal change of
ownership of the programs from Camphill Special School
(which holds the current student visa certification) to
Camphill Academy can be accomplished.
In the future the Camphill Academy could take other
Camphill educational programs under its wing. Camphill
nursing, geriatric care and agriculture are all programs
that ultimately might wish to come under this umbrella,
maintaining their autonomy in terms of curriculum and
at the same time availing themselves of the collegial
support, services and protections available through the
Academy.
Please have a look at the website of the Camphill
School of Curative Education and Social Therapy:
www.camphillschool.org.
If you are interested in learning more about the development of Camphill Academy, please contact Jan
Goeschel: jgoeschel@camphillspecialschool.org.
Penelope (Roberts) Baring has been involved
in the Social Therapy training programme
in Camphill Village, Copake since the 1980s.
Her Camphill career began in 1970 and includes
Copake, Beaver Run, Mourne Grange and India.
She has had active roles in the Anthroposophical
Society both in North America and Asia.
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Inter Regional Forum: a new step forward?

T

his idea is not new. The Camphill Northern Region Association, together with Geoffrey Weir
(Northern Ireland) and a few other individuals have
in the last years been endeavouring to awaken
enthusiasm for this impulse in other regions of the
movement. I have been asked by the Board of the
Northern Region Association to try and reach out
to a wider Camphill public to describe some of our
vision. We hope that others in Camphill worldwide
will get inspired and that something concrete can
be established.

Why an Inter Regional Forum?
The simple answer is: to fully realise and implement
the threefold social organism as a practical tool for
the whole movement. A forum is already established
for the free spiritual life (community) and the life
of rights/social sphere (movement group) but the
sphere of brotherhood/economic life has no focal
point. This is in sharp contrast to what is happening
in the rest of the world where economic interests
and principles (without the humanising element of
brotherhood), have become the governing factor of
the social organism.

What tasks could the Inter Regional Forum have?
To name some:
Protect the name and identity of Camphill
Inter-regional economic support
Old age provision
Training and accreditation
Sustainable energy/ecology
Research
Archives: finance
Camphill Directory
Immigration
Fundraising

Who would be part of this group of people?
One or two people from each region with a mandate to coordinate and initiate activities that implement the practical
aims of this group.
If you would like any further information or to talk about
this, please contact:
Ludwig Kraus, Chairman of the Camphill Northern Region Association (CNRA)
E-mail: ludwig.kraus@tapola-camphill.net
Post: Raikkolantie 40, 16350 Niinikoski, Finland
Angela Rawcliffe
On behalf of the Camphill Northern Regional Association

Camphill Turmalin in Moscow
Peter Bateson, Oldbury-on Severn, South Gloucestershire

I

n October I spent a week in Moscow as the guest of
Rudolf Grigoryan, one of the directors of Camphill
Turmalin, and his partner Masha. Rudolf and I first met
a few years ago at meetings of the Northern Region in
Vidaråsen, Norway and Sylvia-koti, Finland. I was then
Secretary of the Camphill Association UK & Ireland. The
Northern Region was trying to find the way to form its
own regional association, first and foremost an economic

In the candle workshop
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one to provide a framework for giving regular financial
support to the places in Estonia, Latvia and Russia:
Pahkla, Rozkalni, Svetlana and Turmalin.
At the same time Remco van der Plaat and Rudolf were
involved in discussions with the Northern Region about
the relationship of Turmalin day centre to Camphill.
Eventually these discussions bore fruit with the confirmation in March 2013 of Turmalin’s full membership of the
Camphill Northern Region. Meanwhile the
founders of Turmalin, Remco and his wife
Zina Levina had moved on to found the
new village in the Smolensk region, Chistye
Klyuchi (‘Clear Springs’).
At the time Rudolf spoke hardly a word
of English and his contributions were translated. Nevertheless we somehow managed
to register with each other that we had a
deep interest in each other’s countries and
cultures. My interest in Russia goes right
back to when I was a child and was totally
captivated by reading Old Peter’s Russian
Tales, with the snow-bound hut in the forest and Old Peter telling his grandchildren
the weird and wonderful folk-tales of Old
Russia. Also later seeing the film ‘Doctor
Zhivago’ in 1965, which made a great impression on a whole generation of British
people at the time, yet is almost completely

unheard-of in Russia. The original
novel remains my personal favourite
book. Over the years I have produced
innumerable plays and puppet plays
based on Russian sources.
Rudolf and I started to exchange
presents by post – DVDs of Chekhov
plays and Dostoevsky dramatisations
in Russian for me; classics of BBC
historical drama, Dickens and Bronte
adaptations and classics of British
cinema for him. He then spent some
time working in Botton and his English improved by leaps and bounds,
allowing us much freer communication. After repeated invitations the
time of my first visit to Russia arrived
and with private visa in my passport
at last, after several weeks delay, I
flew to Moscow.
It was a golden, glorious time of
autumn splendour, which usually
comes a little earlier in Moscow. The
air was fresh and bracing, at or just
above zero degrees; the sky was blue; the sun brilliant
and the leaves in purest gold. With Rudolf as my companion, I experienced the transformation of what for
decades had always only been a great imagination into
a living and tangible reality. One after another I encountered the iconic places: Red Square, St. Basil’s Cathedral
(with truly sublime male voice quartet), the Cathedral of
Christ the Redeemer, the leafy Boulevard Ring, the Old
Arbat, Novodevichy Convent, the panoramic view from
Sparrow Hills, a Moscow River boat trip, Tretyakovsky
Gallery, Gorky Park, Tverskaya, the Bolshoi Theatre,
Kitai Gorod, Moscow Arts (Chekhov) Theatre, Tolstoy’s
winter house, the Moscow Conservatoire – the list goes
on and on. I was continuously filled with amazement,
awe and wonder.
To anyone with more than just a passing interest in
Russia these names and places are pure magic. And
above all, the Kremlin, with its dazzling white and gold
cathedrals and palaces within the red walls, peaceful
and beautiful in the glorious sunshine, the iron fist of
absolute power well hidden away behind the neighbouring facades of government offices. I saw a long darkened
limousine, most likely containing Vladimir Putin, sweep
past out of the Borovitskaya gate, surrounded by its security convoy in a flurry of flashing lights and honking
klaxons. I marvelled at the fabulous splendour of the imperial crown jewels and diamond collection, the golden
domes gleaming in the sunlight, icons by such artists as
Andrey Rublyev in the fourteenth century, cathedrals of
the Assumption and the Archangel Michael, the tombs
of medieval Tsars including Ivan IV Grozny, the ‘AweInspiring’. All this speaks of Old Russia, which can be
found all over the city unexpectedly at any turn, in the
form of an ornate gilded old church, elegant mansion,
hidden doorway, gateway or garden, like jewels set in
the vast grey fabric of the modern city.
And Moscow certainly is huge. It feels much bigger
than London and estimates give up to thirteen million inhabitants of the metropolitan area. At first it is
overwhelming – a great, roaring, racing monster, with
relentless and aggressive traffic and endless streams of

Ilya learning to saw with Alexei in woodwork

people teeming hither and thither. The most spectacular
wealth goes side by side with abject poverty, as in any
great city of the world. Beggars of all ages stand at many
vantage points with their cups and bowls, fervently bowing and crossing themselves with the Orthodox cross.
Designer-clad executives, exquisitely beautiful women,
bearded monks in flowing black robes and round furedged caps, wired-up students and young people who
you could meet in any modern city in the west – all
these mingle with but stand out from the dense throngs
of commuters.
Further out from the historic centre, where even there
much has been demolished in the past and later rebuilt,
the outer suburbs of the city are unremittingly bleak.
The closest comparison in my own experience is the
hinterland of some American cities or parts of New Jersey – endless rows of identical apartment blocks which
seem to be where almost everyone lives; eight-lane
avenues always clogged with traffic at any time of day;
huge shopping centres and giant billboards on towers
by the roads. Fortunately for them, many people have
the means to enjoy the simple and wholesome life of a
countryside dacha at the weekends.
Midway between the city centre and the outskirts in a
quiet enclave lies the Camphill Centre for Social Rehabilitation Turmalin, founded in 2003. It occupies a small
part of the ground floor and basement of a large building
with various activities under its roof. The lobby and staircase are spacious, light and colourful and immediately
you have the feeling, ‘this is Camphill’. The colours of
the walls are beautiful – warm apricot and yellow, fresh
green and finest blues and lilac. The workshops are also
a good size, all opening off the central lobby on the
ground floor – woodwork, ceramics, textiles, candlemaking and a classroom, plus a very spacious and lightfilled assembly room with high ceiling and enormous
windows, where morning gatherings, seasonal plays and
festival celebrations take place throughout the year. In
the basement is a superbly equipped kitchen (which the
authorities stubbornly and perversely refuse to approve
for cooking meals) a spacious dining room decorated
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Aleksandr felting in the weavery

with a colourful mural, and a number of offices. All these
are spaces and facilities of a very high quality.
But the soul and spirit of Turmalin is in the people.
First of all the deeply committed group of co-workers,
between their twenties and forties, who carry the impulse with inner conviction and commitment to anthroposophy, the celebration of the festivals and working
on Camphill essentials, with an energetic enthusiasm
and creative artistry. Nevertheless this all has to be
done discreetly to maintain the right relationship to the
public authorities. Despite the pressures of life in the
metropolis, not least the long and exhausting daily travel
sometimes for long distances by metro, bus, tram etc.,
they are tireless in their endeavours to maintain a high
quality of provision for their villagers. Sometimes after
a long day they will spend further hours in a college
meeting, arriving home only very late at night. They are
quick to take advantage of opportunities to sell Turmalin
products and bring in much-needed funds, with all the
practical planning and organisation this entails. There
is a sense of powerful idealism which rises above the
pressures and difficulties that daily life can present.
The villagers, too, often have to travel long distances
to get to Turmalin, mostly dropped off and picked up by
their parents. When I was present the day began with a
delightfully relaxed morning circle, with a verse, some
simple eurythmy, singing and sharing of news. Everyone
then dispersed to their workshops: Dima, Igor and Zlat
(meaning Gold) with Alexei to woodwork; Dragana and
Tatiana with Marina and Katya to candle-making; Sergei
with Masha to pottery; Ilya to the classroom with Dasha
and Yulia; and another small group with Alessia and a
helper to the textile workshop. As it was a Tuesday the
numbers were down from the usual total of forty day
visitors. There was a sense of order and purposefulness,
which helped to temper the more disturbed and challenging behaviour patterns of some individuals. These
extremes were confidently held in balance by the calm
and sensitive approach of the co-workers who clearly
are not only engaged with their companions on a level
of feeling and sympathy but also in their consciousness
and understanding. The alternative to a unique place
like Turmalin would be a state-run institution, woefully
ill-equipped to address the needs of individuals. One
parent who was invited in for a special talk about his
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daughter on the day I was there was deeply touched
and moved by the simple fact that the Turmalin coworkers were interested and concerned enough to
see this as important.
We had lunch all together – brought in (perforce) by
an officially approved caterer – a delicious vegetable
soup with the various breads which are such a central
part of Russian life, followed by fishcakes, potatoes
and beetroot – all very typical. During the whole
morning and during lunch there was a delightful buzz
of talk in every corner – the richness, dark-tones and
hypnotic lilting rhythms of the language, expressive
of the warmth, openness and great-heartedness of
the Russian people. Zlat was a particularly engaging
character, with his broad, beaming smile and constant
commentary; Sergei with his sharp sense of humour
and mischief; Vanya, with his unusual determination
to do things exactly his own way, approaching his
chair at lunch only at right angles and placing it carefully at least five feet away from the table! And Lena,
like a figure sprung from a traditional skazka (folk
tale) flitting and dancing her way to and fro from room
to room and person to person, with a constant flow of
friendly chatter in curiously formed, bird-like, magical
and archaic Russian.
One evening I was able to contribute a little to the funddraising efforts by performing my programme of Charles
Dickens’ readings in the hired Lunacharsky Hall to a very
receptive and appreciative audience of English-speakers
and students. A reasonable number of the beautiful
Turmalin products were sold during the refreshments
around a really magnificent samovar. Regular efforts like
this by the co-workers help to supplement the regular
funding which comes from parents’ fees, the Camphill
Northern Region, corporate donations and sponsorship
and (further down the list) the authorities who are always
quick to impose regulations and restrictions. Current
attempts to place charity boxes in prominent places in
the city seem to be successful.
Learning to cope with the frustrations of bureaucracy is
of course now deeply ingrained in the Russian psyche. It
took Rudolf more than a year to persuade the authorities
to install a ‘zebra’ crossing on the busy road near the
entrance, but he could do nothing about the fact that they
put a wheelchair-friendly slope only on one side of the
road, nor prevent an anonymous local from parking his
car solidly on the pavement at one end of the crossing.
On my last evening we were lucky to have the (very
rare) opportunity to go to a free concert of Russian music
in the Great Hall of the Moscow Conservatoire. Quite
touchingly, someone came on stage each time to announce the details of what we were going to hear. In Russia they keep all the lights on during the music and are
not too strict about people coming in late. It all feels very
relaxed, informal and inclusive, with a feeling that ‘we
are all here together, as one’. This openness and warmth
I experienced almost everywhere in Moscow, and Turmalin in particular was like a special jewel – playing its
own small part in expressing the great, all-embracing
Russian soul. Visit the website www.turmaline.ru.
For thirty three years Peter was a co-worker in
Thornbury, along with extensive involvements in the
Camphill movement. He is now Development Coordinator for Camphill Foundation UK and Ireland.

Developing work with Russian government and social agencies to improve the
situation of those with special needs in Russia
Mary Lee Plumb-Mentjes, Austin, Texas

A

fter a trip to Russia in 2011 I became convinced that
a consciousness change is necessary in Russia if the
heroic efforts of mothers of children with special needs
are to thrive. The Russian public and government have
to recognize that that those with special needs have
the right to a meaningful life and the capability to take
hold of the opportunity. Just keeping the children alive
in an institution is not enough; they deserve appropriate
education and work. The Russia of today has many holes
in its social safety net. Those providing the services need
financial support. Until the need for additional services is
widely recognized, and a living wage provided to those
working in curative schools, workshops, and communities, there will be a shortage of staff and few seeking
curative training.
Thus, I was moved to tears on our 2013 ISIS trip to
Russia when I heard Vera Simakova of Blagoe Delo
(meaning ‘Good Deed’) and her Norwegian colleague,
Petter Holm, who has worked with the Rudolf Steiner
University in Oslo developing a degree training in curative education, give a brief report on their ongoing work
with the Russian government to develop statements
about the human rights of those with special needs and
showing how curative communities with meaningful
work for all can be developed.
The following is paraphrased from their report. Russia
ratified the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities in 2012; however, regional governments
have very limited experience with inclusion of adults
with special needs. In the Sverdlovsk Region (population
4.5 million) there are 300,000 people with disabilities, of
whom 7,800 live in thirty segregated institutions. A new
law concerning standards for social services, including
NGOs as service providers will go into effect in 2016.
Established in 2005, Blagoe Delo has developed a wellfunctioning model for social-cultural inclusion, tailored
to the local situation, which has the potential for dissemination to other regions as a model for future development of social work in Russia. Their vision is a shared
appreciation of the dignity of the individual human being, and their mission is to make visible the potential of
people with disabilities, as well as their ability to make
a specific contribution to community life. In 2011–12,
they organized a training course for twenty leaders and
managers of the regional social service
centers in Sverdlovsk in co-operation with
the Regional Ministry for Social Politics.
Their further education program will
continue to be provided for social workers in the region and has been accredited
at the university level by the Crossfields
Institute, UK. Vera is a member of the
Governor’s Council for persons with special needs and was elected as a member
of the regional Public Chamber in 2012.
She is currently working on establishing
a budget post for the support of sheltered
working places starting in 2014. In 2012
they organized an all-Russian congress for
people with disabilities in Yekaterinburg

Director Vera Simakova with friends from Blagoe Delo

with three hundred participants. The Regional Ministry
for Social Politics has agreed to co-operate with Blagoe
Delo on a world congress to be held in Yekaterinburg in
2017. To be able to continue to influence social politics
in Russia they need additional funding for the next two
to three years. Their annual budget is 300,000 euros,
half of which they expect to raise from Russian sponsors
and grants. Donations from abroad are urgently needed.
Bank details:
GLS Gemeinschaftsbank
Christstr. 9
D–44708 Bochum
Germany
IBAN: DE58 4306 0967 4020 461400
Swift: GENODEM 1 GLS
Account holder:
Nordiska Foerbundet foer Laekepedagogik
och Socialterapi
Payment: Donation for the keeping of the Recipient.
Those working within Russia need our support to develop
this kind of communication with the Russian government
and outreach to the Russian public in the slow steps
to transform the image of those with special needs in
Russian life. At the recent international anthroposophical summer conference it was so heartening to see the
performance of a Russian fairy tale by young adults from
Blagoe Delo and the justified pride of the actors. My

Theatre studio at Blagoe Delo
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hope had been that Vera and Petter could write
this report, but the demands of their own work
are so great that there was not the time.
Blagoe Delo website: www.delonablago.ru
Email: blagoedelo@mail.ru
Vera Simakova: luft12@mail.ru
Mary Lee’s first job at eighteen was at
Camphill Village, Copake, New York.
While brief, it made a great impression
and was the start of a lifelong connection
to anthroposophy and friends in
Camphill. On her three trips with ISIS
International (a small group dedicated to
supporting anthroposophical initiatives
in Russia) she has been moved by the
incredible dedication of the mothers
of young people with special needs in
creating Camphill-like communities/
centers in Russia.
maryplumbmentjes@yahoo.com

The sewing workshop

The Scrooge Fund
Valerie Sands, Cherry Orchards Community, England

I

magine my delight when someone recognised and
articulated the fact that the Scrooge Fund is an expression of the central aims and ideals of the Camphill
community! Imagine this delight compounded by the
fact that this came from someone who has not spent
his life in the service of those ideals in the same way as
myself but has felt called upon to serve in founding and
developing this fund.
The person is Christian Thal Jantzen, a true friend of
Camphill, an active anthroposophist (is there any other
sort?) and a founding trustee of the Scrooge Fund.
First a little history. Early in 2000 the Trustees of
Cherry Orchards mandated the arrangements for pension provision to begin for co-workers of the community.
While this was a sensible welfare policy it proved to
be very expensive to provide for the older co-workers.
This tied up a large part of the financial resources of
the community in the sphere of rights and there was a
danger that the sphere of the free spiritual life would
be starved. It was clear to the carrying co-workers that
the compromise of setting up pensions would need to
be counter-balanced. With the help of Christian, who
had become our pensions advisor, and Michael Luxford
who has worked extensively with these questions within
Camphill communities, we began to work on setting
up a fund that could serve the function that gift money
plays in human life.
Over eight years we have met regularly about three
times a year to explore the full implications of what that
means. On the way we have separated the fund entirely
from Cherry Orchards so that the original deposit is safeguarded, and the fund is an independent charity in its
own right. There are now five trustees and three co-opted
members from Cherry Orchards co-workers. We have
gifted money to seventeen individuals to study, heal,
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train, travel, retire and die well. This in itself is powerful and we are in receipt of personal letters and visits at
meetings from those whose destinies we have facilitated
and who reflect back to us the beneficial changes that
gift money can bring about.
At each meeting we study and spend time working on
applications. Our first destiny circumference included
anyone with an involvement in Cherry Orchards and we
have gradually widened this to include the connections
manifest through the trustees. We feel that we do not
want to give anonymously or according to preset criteria
but have sought to continually hone our listening ears
for the whisper of destiny.
It is hard to describe (and I beg excuses for this imperfect attempt) the exhilarating and deeply challenging nature of this work. For all of us who attend, these
meetings of the Scrooge Fund shine out in our lives like
coloured windows. It is this, the training and sharpening
of the organs for perceiving karma and trying to create
channels for its flow that makes the Scrooge Fund an
expression of Camphill’s deep impulse for social healing.
The recent and ongoing banking turmoil, its roots in
untransformed soul forces of power and greed, and the
social problems and destruction it leaves in the wake of
its ongoing ebb and flow are evidence of how desperately in need of healing the world of finance and money
is. The Scrooge Fund is a tiny dose of medicine but
through the enthusiasm of those whose lives it touches
in various ways it is a highly potentised dose! I wanted to
sing this little ditty to its praises, to make it known within
its family. If you want to know more please enquire and
I will be glad if these words stimulate some curiosity.
Valerie is an active co-worker
and proud co-opted member of the Scrooge Fund.

I have a dream
Yuksel Ulgen, Istanbul, Turkey

I

concept of being different and understanding that every
have had a dream ever since I noticed that my sister
was different from other children. The most difficult
person, whether they have a disability or not, needs to
discover his or her own skills to live a life in productivity
thing was to perceive what this difference actually was,
by using these skills.
what it implied for my life and for my little sister. I was
trying to figure out whether being different was bad, was
In our case, and I think in many cases, the most difficult
part was feeling hopeless. If at any point we knew that my
it something we needed to hide. I was curious whether
little sister would have a chance to live a relatively easy
it would change our lives completely and I was not sure
and happy life, our lives would not feel that dark and
whether I should feel sad or not. My list of questions was
gloomy. I wish I knew then that Downs Syndrome kids
mounting every day. In time, I began to understand that
have many talents and skills waiting to be discovered
my sister’s condition was going to be with us for a long
and trained. They can actually enjoy working on their
time. Instead of thinking about my homework and my
talents and have a chance to produce something good
own ‘coming of age’ problems, I devoted my energy to ask
for themselves and for the world. We did not know that
millions of difficult questions about my sister’s condition.
then, and I believe it is the lesson that life wanted us
In addition to the boiling questions and anxieties in
to learn. Now I want to do something to help educate
my own mind, I was also disturbed to see things were
parents that Downs Syndrome kids do not have to be
changing fast with my parents. Both of them radically
locked in their homes. They can be part of life, just like
altered after the little baby was born. It wasn’t the baby
everybody else. They can
that changed them as much
contribute something, and
as it was the thoughts they
they can more importantly
were gathering from society,
feel happy, gratified and rethe pessimistic examples they
warded.
were encountering in mediIt might not be as difficult
cal history. It was the 1990s
and bad as it was twenty three
and the research on Downs
years ago now. There are a
Syndrome was very new to
few better schools and chariTurkey. Both my mom and dad
ties working with children
felt helpless and did not know
with disabilities. Yet my siswhere to ask for help. They
ter’s future is still making me
were sad and very worried.
worried; there is still a lot that
If the situation were only for
needs to be done in Turkey.
a month, or a year, or even
I found out about Camphill
for two years, we would have
while I was doing research to
easily accepted it. We would
see whether somebody has
have devoted ourselves to dialready realized my dream
minish my little sister’s sufferSevil and Yuksel
about a place catering to
ings, to train and educate her
Downs Syndrome kids. I was looking for a magical place
and to dream about the day when she would participate
where all the people living there are devoted, charming
in life just like her other peers. But we had no hope, not
and hopeful. I dreamed of a place where my sister can
a glimpse of it whatsoever. The medical research has
discover her skills and actually see that she can push her
proved time and again that the possibility of improveown boundaries for the better. A place where there aren’t
ment in Downs Syndrome is very slim.
any disabilities; there are only differently enabled kids
So started our experimental lives. We were learning
and adults living together in peace and harmony. If there
with our emotions, trying to make sense what is awaitis any possibility for us to bring the beautiful Camphill
ing us in this long journey. Some days were surprising;
to Turkey, that would deeply change many kids’ lives.
some days were normal; and some days were just so
I have many ideas that are building in my mind and
unbearably hopeless that we did nothing but feel pity
many more questions as well. At this point I need your
for ourselves: “why did this happen to us?”
help and support. It’s not important who you are or
As time passed, our pessimism was replaced by love
what you are doing. We can bring our ideas and hopes
for my little sister. I do not remember when this actually
together and create a world where all people are valhappened, but we started believing there was a reason
ued equally for their different contributions. We are
we have this special baby. Maybe it was an opportunity
all the same and have the same rights – rights to make
for us to experience fear and anxiety and maybe, I
our choice to live a healthy, happy and social life with
thought, I can do something for other people, families
productivity. We all deserve to feel that our existence is
who are going through the pain and fear of the unknown.
necessary for the universe.
My sister, who has Downs Syndrome, is twenty three.
I am also happy to volunteer to contribute to one of
She is living in a southern city called Mersinin, Turkey.
the Camphill communities and experience this perfect
She’s enrolled at a special school where the only thing
environment if any of you would accept me even for a
they usually learn about is painting. I know she can do
little while.
more. She loves dancing and she loves music. She can
Yuksel Ulgen
hear the rhythms better than most people can. I know
yukselulgen@gmail.com
I am a bit late, but it took me a while to internalize the
+90 (535) 471 9817
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Obituaries
Julian Sleigh
6 October 1927 – 2 October 2013
Eulogy by Peter van Breda
Alpha, Saturday 5 October
2013

D

ear community of mourners,
We are gathered here today
to bid farewell to our very dear
friend Julian Sleigh, husband to
Renate, father to James, Joan,
Fiona, Sonia and Veronica,
grandfather to Moira, Naomi,
Markus, Jessica, Shanni, Ariel,
Tess, Amy, Alexander, Julius and
Moritz; companion to scores
of villagers, close co-worker of
hundreds of dedicated Camphillers all over the world, a
loved colleague to the circle
of priests in the Christian Community, a Lenker with a genuine empathy, a loving pastor
and priest to members of our
church, a fellow member of
the Anthroposophical Society
and last but not least a brother
to all that he met on his destiny
path, spanning as it does today
eighty five years.
This farewell is filled with
so many rich and never to be
forgotten memories, so many
precious human meetings,
so many outstanding and farreaching happenings that we
would need days to honour them all. Each part and
phase of Julian’s biography, from his birth and baptism
in the great baptistery in Florence, his early childhood
in the city which meant so much to him; his life in
England, the war years, the evacuation from London,
his teenage years with his special connection to the
scouting movement, his loyal membership of the Roman Catholic church, his university study years and
then on to the discovery of the Camphill movement
and his growing identification with Camphill that
was to be his home are all tales in themselves. But it
doesn’t stop there. The destiny meeting with Camphill
provided Julian not only with his central life’s task but
it was also the place where he met the love of his life,
Renate. They say that behind every great man one
finds a woman; I believe and propose that in Julian’s
life a woman, Renate, not only stood behind him but
also alongside him and was not seldom in front of him
leading the way forward. Their remarkable community
of life has born an exceptional harvest of fruits. Apart
from their wonderful children, this place Alpha where
we commit Julian’s body to the earth proceeded and
was achieved through their constant hard work. There
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are enough recorded events
of strong growth and visible
expressions in the past to not
only state that the alpha beginning which they successfully
put into motion has also began
to fulfill the omega fulfillment
of the future.
Turning our gaze towards
Julian as a human being and
placing before our mind’s eye
this physically dapper not-sotall man who constantly radiated an aura of warmth, we can
only be filled with gratitude.
Julian nearly always exuded a
mood of positivity. Wherever
he was present in the social life
it became a better place for his
being there. He strove to work
out of the sphere and realm
of his heart. In my experience
Julian was seldom judgmental
of his fellow man. Some even
complained that this was an
inherent weakness in him and
that he failed to be critical.
This trait or talent to genuinely
enter into the joys and sorrows
of others often left him with
much personal pain. This special capacity to emphasize with
others was unique in him – it
was a mixture of English reserve
1997
radiated with the warmth of
the African sun and the Italian love of life. Over many
years he helped people to feel good about themselves;
whatever woes or errors they possessed there was always
a new sun filled tomorrow awaiting them.
At an early age Julian embarked upon a life-long
journey of learning and culturing in himself the art of
love. This motif of love stretched from the lofty love of
the divine to the intricacies and darts of Cupid. In all
of this there lived in Julian an ideal picture of man. I’m
fairly sure he would concur with the inspired words of
Hamlet when he speaks: ‘What a piece of work is a man!
How noble in reason! How infinite in faculty! In form
and in moving, how express and admirable! In action
how like an angel! In apprehension, how like God!’ In a
real sense we are not only like God but carry his image
and through Christ his godly being within our souls. The
ultimate expression of love is in the rare vision of the
divine that resides within our fellow man.
There can be no doubt that Julian strove throughout
his life to serve the spirit in this way. He gained through
his striving a heartfelt capacity for reverence and devotion. With these forces streaming within him as his aim
he developed a real wonder for all that was above him.

He possessed also a genuine conscience for all that is
to be found below us in creation and he lived out an
empathy and responsibility for his fellow man. At the
altar as a priest one was always sure that what he spoke
and celebrated with reverence was a content that he
meant and believed in. He knew that he stood at a holy
threshold and that to cross this threshold one needs to
bow not only one’s head but also one’s knee. Julian loved
the sacraments, and he loved being a disciple and bearer
of the word of Christ. His books attest to this statement.
In Camphill Julian was an innovator and leader. Along
with Renate and other co-workers he turned and transformed the sand dune that was here into a centre of life
and mellow fruitfulness. His diligence, love, loyalty and
service to Camphill and especially to Alpha coupled with
the companionship he shared with so many villagers can
hardly be formulated into words.
Should Julian be listening in at this moment he will
probably be saying – okay that’s all good but please don’t
forget to mention three additional things that I loved in
my life. The first was his deep connection to Italy, the
second his relationship and kinship with William Shakespeare, and third is the confirmation of his undying love
for his children and grandchildren.
Julian was intimately connected to Renaissance Italy;
it was as if he had been born into this Renaissance age.
Quite often he would say to me: “Ah yes it was there that
we first met on the steps of the great Duomo opposite
the baptistery where I was christened.” The cobbled
streets and lanes of Florence, the river that separates the
old city from the new were inscribed into the veritable
soles of his feet.
His other love was undoubtedly Shakespeare. I am
sure that Julian attended almost every production of
Shakespeare in Maynardville Park and this stretched over
many decades of time. Julian sensed the greatness of
Shakespeare’s gift to humankind. Shakespeare not only
enriched the English language through the word but also
ushered in a new consciousness. One can describe this
new awakening as an island-like awareness of oneself
which included an ability to be a spectator of the affairs
of the world. This island-like consciousness can grow and
expand, stretch out and involve and become one with
the destiny challenges of the world and the well-being
of our fellow man. This new consciousness can if we so
will turn us into cosmopolitan human beings, ones who
wish to dedicate themselves to serve the greater needs
of the world. Julian carried this Michaelic task deep in
his whole being and work.
Finally a short but heartfelt word about Julian’s ongoing relationship to his family. They can best tell you of
the wonder-filled tales, events and incidents out of their
family life. Julian loved his children and was unabashedly proud of them. Whatever they were going through
he always spoke in radiant terms about them all, which
of course includes his grandchildren.
Julian has now left the restrictions of his mortal body
and has entered into the immortal world of the so-called
dead. From this place he will gaze down on us as he
takes up his new task as a spirit amongst spirits. Here on
earth we can lift our souls with gratitude to this place,
we may seek his help, continue our friendship and feel
his love and be filled with hope that through Christ
who has overcome the sting of death, he lives on and
is present for us all.

1985

Whenever Shakespeare introduces music in his plays it
is an indication that a bridge from the temporal world is
being traversed into the sphere of the eternal. In the last
minutes of his life Julian was drawn to music. It played
in his room as he passed on. ‘Where could this music
be?’ asks Ferdinand in The Tempest – Is it in me, in the
air or in the earth – all at once it sounds no more but be
sure it waits upon some God on another island shore.’
Julian hears now and recognises this heavenly music, in
sound and sweet airs that give delight and hurt no more.
He has crossed this eternal bridge into the Music of the
Spheres from where he will move on ever upwards, up
into the atmosphere of the supreme orchestra of all creation in which each one has his part to play.

Correction

Somehow in Marty Hunt’s warm obituary about
Dorothy ‘Tot’ Avis, the beginning of the article that
told the reader that Hunter (mentioned throughout the
article) was Tot’s son did not make it through cyber
space with the rest of the obituary! So this important
part of the story was not included. Marty would like
to point out that Tot was Hunter’s loving mother who
supported and advocated for him in very innovative
and artistic ways.      Apologies, The Editor
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The buried life
Light flows our war of mocking words, and yet,
Behold, with tears my eyes are wet.
I feel a nameless sadness o’er me roll.
Yes, yes we know that we can jest,
We know, we know that we can smile;
But there’s a something in this breast
To which thy light words bring no rest,
And thy gay smiles no anodyne.
Give me thy hand, and hush awhile,
And turn those limpid eyes on mine,
And let me read there, Love, thy inmost soul.
Alas, is even Love too weak
To unlock the heart and let it speak?
Are even lovers powerless to reveal
To one another what indeed they feel?
I knew the mass of men conceal’d
Their thoughts, for Fear that if reveal’d
They would by other men be met
With blank indifference, or with blame reprov’d
I knew they liv’d and mov’d
Trick’d in disguises, alien to the rest
Of men, and alien to themselves – and yet
The same heart beats in every human breast.
But we, my love – does a like spell benumb
Our hearts – our voices? – must we too be dumb?
Ah, well for us, if even we,
Even for a moment, can get free
Our heart, and have our lips unchain’d:
For that which seals them hath been deep ordain’d.
Only – but this is rare –
When a beloved hand is laid in ours,
When, jaded with the rush and glare
Of the interminable hours,
Our eyes can in another’s eyes read clear,
When our world-deafen’d ear
Is by the tones of a loved voice caress’d,
A bolt is shot back somewhere in our breast
And a lost pulse of feeling stirs again:
The eye sinks inward, and the heart lies plain,
And what we mean, we say, and what we would, we
Know.
A man becomes aware of his life’s flow
And hears its winding murmur, and he sees
The meadows where it glides, the sun, the breeze.
And there arrives a lull in the hot race
Wherein he doth forever chase
That flying and elusive shadow, Rest,
An air of coolness plays upon his face,
And an unwonted calm pervades his breast.
And then he thinks he knows
The Hills where his life rose,
And the Sea where it goes.
Matthew Arnold
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Dear Julian,
would like to honour you; you have been my
partner for fifty nine years. You have been the
heart-piece of my being. Through your sunny and
joy-filled nature, you have gradually enabled me
to unfold and find my true self.
For you an inner guide was St. Francis and
his prayer ‘Lord make me an instrument of thy
Peace’. This has accompanied us during our life
together. Your death on 2 October on a Wednesday, is the day of Mercury, the winged God who
weaves among people, and also between heaven
and earth.
You had this wonderful way of reaching people’s hearts, accepting them without judgement.
St Francis Death Day is 3 October, and you Julian
today on the 6th would have been eighty six. It
is Michaelmas, so you stand between St Francis
and Michael, the Archangel of our time.
We can be glad that Julian could leave his
earthly body which became more and more of
a burden to him. All that he wanted to do and
say and celebrate with others was no longer
possible for him. He is now free to find his way
into a new far more glorious world. He will be
able to continue to guide us, if we make this
step to try and reach him in the world beyond.
My deep love and thanks goes to our children
and grandchildren and their partners, who have
stood by us and supported us in a most wonderful way, especially during his last three years
of illness and the time of his final struggle. My
love and thanks also goes to you all who live
and work in our village and to all Julian’s many
friends. Julian’s wish was that his passing would
be a celebration! Thank you all and especially
also to Peter van Breda, Julian’s best friend and
colleague, and Richard Goodall and Peter Holman, our deep friends and priests, who have
given these days wonderful deep meaning.
The poem that was printed on Julian’s card
is by Matthew Arnold, a wonderful poet. It
explores true friendship and deep love, one of
Julian’s quests throughout his life.
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Alas! is even Love too weak
To unlock the heart, and let it speak?
Are even lovers powerless to reveal
To one another what indeed they feel?
I knew the mass of men conceal’d
Their thoughts, for Fear that if reveal’d
They would by other men be met
With blank indifference, or with blame
reproved;
I knew they lived and moved
Trick’d in disguises, alien to the rest
Of men, and alien to themselves – and yet
The same heart beats in every human breast!
With these words I would like to greet all his
many many friends, may we encourage each
other to try and continue to unlock each other’s
and every heart we meet. This will be the celebration that Julian strove for.
Renate Sleigh,
Camphill Village West Coast, South Africa

An ode to my controversial friend
(contro-versial: turning in an opposite direction; remember the movement below the vortex – called resurrection)
Dear Julian,
t took a while for you to make the final turn – it was
difficult for you to let go. But you made it: between
Michaelmas and St. Francis Day (your beloved saint).
How to build the bridge between fighting the good battle
and becoming an instrument of thy peace?
You lived that battle – and in the process of battling
you ruffled feathers. You did not fit the cliché of the
priest, the idealist, the anthroposophist – all ‘isms’ were
anathema for you – you wanted to meet the authentic,
genuine You…
This morning a friend sent me this message after hearing about your next journey.

I

I could not resist doing this now. I am sitting next to
Julian’s book (Dear Friend: a compilation of Julian’s
sermons). From ‘Michaelmas Address’ (page 53):
We should all become true, free individual human
beings…This is the call of the Archangel Michael.
There is no way of being a true, free human if we
are bound by human judgement. Human judgment
has no power over the truth and over freedom…In
this lifetime we do our best and the Higher World
does the rest. To die, to resurrect is a consistent
work of the spirit who, in aid of Michaelic strength,
preserves our fruits for the future.
The above are your words – prophets have no easy life on
their own territory. Often you made abrupt about-turns,
in the process offending and hurting others’ feelings:
but then for the sake of moving on you had to leave
some behind. There was a kind of obligation for the
community’s survival’s sake to be the one to shoulder
the burden of being controversial. You knew you had
helpers beyond. Those who practise ‘progress’ offend.
There is a German saying: ‘Grosse Menschen – grosse
Fehler; kleine Menschen – kleine Fehler’, meaning: great
spirits are prone to make big mistakes, small minded
people make small mistakes (or none at all). Although
small in stature (and you
could make wonderful
fun about this yourself)
you were (are) big in
spirit.
Two of the many lessons you taught me: have
the courage of your own
convictions, and when
you see the bulldozer
approaching, step out
of the way. Of course it
could be construed as
cowardice but it’s also a
matter of survival.
Having said this I dedicate this to you, old
friend and brother:

I greet you my brothers and sisters beyond the
borderline
(For Peter Fairhead and Peter Bain, our mutual friends,
and inspired by you, dear Julian, hovering on the threshold this very moment; written 1 October)
I am a borderliner and I trespassed by not presenting
my identity papers.
I was caught out a number of times, but released due
to extenuating circumstances
(like naivety; and sometimes because they could
not distinguish me from my disabled brothers and
sisters, extending a kind of patronising compassion).
Today’s borderline is the threshold leading to
community:
…it is the needle’s eye next to the vast daytime gate
leading into Jeru-shalom by night
…beware of the watchmen
…asking for your papers
…and never enter the city alone…
On the other side you meet the ones:
who failed, like you;
who yearn, like you;
who pray; like you
…who rejoice in your failing,
rejoice in your yearning,
rejoice in your prayers
you are met by those, who prepare the future…the
battle continues…
do you hear the angels sing?
(A Julian favourite from Les Miserables: ‘Do you hear
the people sing?’)
Have a good journey,
Christoph Jensen,
Camphill Village West Coast, South Africa

Julian and Renate in 2000
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Herbert Wolf
14 May 1936 – 25 October 2013

H

erbert Kurt Wolf – known to
for help. His small change ran
all and sundry as ‘Herbie’
out in the phone booth, but I
– was born on May 14, 1936,
told him to go to his friends in
(just three weeks after me) in
The Christian Community for
Frankfurt, Germany. He was an
help and I would collect him.
unforgettable character – a kind
He had a very keen imaginaof miracle, raised on miracles, a
tion as well as a sense of humor.
sweet man and a real charmer,
He saw himself as a spy and,
who died at Camphill Village
when we drew money out of
Kimberton Hills, Pennsylvania.
their bank account, it was as
He had lived there from soon
robbers. In the village, though,
after its beginning for the past
his greatest joy was to cut vegthirty eight years and was one
etables in the kitchen and to be
of its pioneers. So you can add
of general assistance.
‘a village builder’ to the other
In his later years he became
praises I have heaped on him.
legally blind and in need of
I find that as the time since his
personal care. Herbie had develpassing grows, he grows with it.
oped such a connection to his
This accounts for the joyfulness
dentist that the dentist paid for
in the way I have addressed him
an operation to restore his sight.
– though, not being a Catholic
As the time of his death aphe will not qualify for sainthood.
proached he grew restless and in
His father, a Jewish accountant,
need of constant attention – and
survived internment in Germany,
this became such a burden to
while his mother was Protestant,
the community that a meeting
and Herbie’s fair, curly hair as a
had been planned for the day
Herbie was 48 in 1984
child protected him. He also suron which he died to discuss his
vived a series of bombings of houses from which he had
future. The angel that had appeared so clearly at signifimoved with his mother. His family came to the United
cant moments in his life and of which he was somehow
States after the war and he lived in New York until shortly
aware took this decision away from his helpers.
before his mother’s death. The connection to Camphill
One of Herbie’s gifts was to spend every last cent of
came through members of The Christian Community.
the money that was given to him – perhaps a trait he
He joined us as his mother was already in hospital and
had acquired from his father. It is this quality that I have
I am amazed when I think of the ease of this transition
found myself returning to on two occasions since his
as well as his added dimension to our life – the soap
death, when I found myself, or my daughter spending
opera effect that we needed.
all we had on us. In the day of credit cards, this does
Once, when his girlfriend had gone home for Thanksnot appear to be too special – except for someone who
giving, Herbie managed to get money, and with taxi and
has known Herbie and felt that their connection to him
train made it as far as Penn Station in New York City,
was not yet over.
Andrew Hoy, Copake, United States
where his money gave out and he had to telephone me

Alex Walker
23 July 1956 – 3 November 2013

A

lex came to Milltown Community twenty six years
ago, along with two other men who were discharged from Woodlands Hospital in Aberdeen at the
time of the closure of the long-stay hospitals. His father
had been a ship’s pilot and Alex was born in Egypt.
Three days after he was born the Suez Crisis broke out
and his family found themselves in a war zone. Alex,
his mother and his two sisters were evacuated back to
Scotland. Shortly afterwards the family moved to Venezuela as his father had a new job there. They moved
back to Scotland when Alex was four years old. In this
time Alex became well known in Macduff where his
parents ran a small shop. He moved into Woodlands
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Hospital when he was five years old and stayed there
for the next twenty five years.
Alex had enjoyed his time in Woodlands and later when
he moved to Milltown he called all female co-workers
‘nurse’. He had made many friends among the nurses
and picked up the Doric from them – which is the local
Aberdonian dialect. He did not have much speech but
what there was, was in Doric or from the world of pantomime. He would creep up theatrically behind people
and say ‘close your eyes’ or ‘look behind you’. He loved
pantomime, Laurel and Hardy and ‘You’ve Been Framed’
all of which reflected his outlook on life – which was
not to take it too seriously. He loved dancing to Scottish

music and he enjoyed playing his mouth organ or ukulele
and doing a little jig – anything to get a laugh.
But he was also very caring, polite and considerate.
He was always excited to meet people and everybody
had to shake hands with everybody else. He would
greet visitors by turning them around to admire them
and saying ‘bonny’. He led an active life when he was
younger and was always very busy. He took pride in
sawing firewood to feed the fires and for many years
he restored donated hand tools in the day workshop for
Tools for Self-Reliance.
John Leavey, who with his wife Kath had lived in Milltown at the time Alex arrived, told us the story of how
Alex had the job of ringing the hand bell to call all the
people working outside in the garden to come in for their
tea break. One day Alex did not return from ringing the
bell and John found him outside making his way back
to the house, carrying the scarecrow in for its cup of
tea – a fitting testament to his caring nature.
In his later years things became more difficult for
Alex. He was diagnosed with dementia and his health
declined. This October all the people living in Milltown
House moved out for two weeks to a holiday house in
Stonehaven as the house was being redecorated. This was
a wonderful time for Alex; he seemed to get a new lease
of life. He was more active again and more engaged.
However, he became seriously unwell and had to be
admitted to hospital where he passed away. His funeral
was held on November 8 and was the fitting occasion
to celebrate his life. Alex had enjoyed life and in turn
helped others to enjoy life also.
Andrew and Barbara Plant
Milltown Community, Scotland

2012

Other friends who have died
Anne Gorman, who had been a resident in Camphill
Mountshannon from 2009 until 2011, died some time
during the night of 14 November, aged forty five. She went
missing in the evening and was found the next day by some
walkers in a lake. Just a few weeks ago we went to our local
library to witness the launch of Anne’s book, the story of her
life, which she started writing while still with us and finally
finished this summer with the help of a good friend. Anne
had been struggling with mental health issues for most of
her life and she had a deep sense of the ‘unfairness of life’.
Next to this burden there was a wicked sense of humour,
a real fighter and a deep conviction that the good things
are just round the corner.
Renate M-Hundorf
I write to you with the sad news that Bill McDonald passed
Saturday, 2 November at about 4:00 in the afternoon. I
have to say, as much as we miss him, there was an element of relief as well. Bill had different stages of his time
with us in Kaspar House, Copake, declining continuously
owing to his dementia. In these last months he was quite
incapacitated and required complete care. He had complete bed rest only in the last couple of weeks. He became
less and less responsive, but in the last couple of weeks
seemed almost to ‘wake up’. Though he could no longer
speak at all, he was alert and clearly following what we
said to him and appreciated our presence with him. In
the last days he was quite peaceful, taking in everything
going on around him. It is a tribute to his amazingly strong

constitution – remember arm wrestling? – that he was able
to carry on as long as he did. Bill was sixty eight (“I was
born on January 31, 1945 in Texas, the Lone Star State!”),
and he’d been in the Village almost forty years.
We all loved Bill and all that he brought to us.
Ted Todd
We are sad to announce the passing of John Canning who
crossed the threshold peacefully in his room at Simeon on
Monday 18 November at 17:55. John came to Simeon in
October 2012 from the Grange Camphill Community in
England where he married and spent many years engaged
in all aspects of Camphill life.
Ever the gentleman, John often expressed his gratitude
for the care he received and the opportunity to participate
in the cultural and spiritual life in Simeon which meant a
great deal to him, and for the continued love and support
from his family and Camphill family. In spite of failing
health, he managed to establish new friendships and renew old ones, particularly with Erika Nauck who visited
regularly and was with John when he passed away. John
greatly enjoyed celebrating his ninetieth birthday in July
with a violin and piano concert at Simeon. John loved
music and took up playing the piano again with the support of a music therapist during the last year undeterred by
the limitations imposed by advancing Parkinson’s disease.
Our condolences to John’s family and friends. He will
be sadly missed.
Jeannie Carlson
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Elizabeth Swift died peacefully Sunday November 10
at 11.40am in a Preston Hospital with her brother Edward at her side. Lizzie (as we in Botton all knew her)
had been struggling with dementia for the past three or
four years. She was born Margaret Elizabeth Swift on 29
April in 1948 and was one of a large and loving family.
Lizzie went to the Camphill Schools in Aberdeen before
coming to Botton at the age of eighteen or nineteen. She
stayed In Botton for the next forty years throwing herself
wholeheartedly into everything she did. She learned to
be a great cleaner, ironer and cook as well as a cultural
connoisseur always enjoying whatever functions she attended. Her words were “that was brilliant” or “smashing” etc!! She was full of enthusiasm for everything she
experienced, always game to give things a try. We have
all had Lizzie very much on our minds in the past weeks!
There are so many lovely stories, just thinking about her
makes us smile.
Margaret Griffiths
This is to let you know that Steven Hackley crossed the
threshold in the late afternoon of 28 October, 2013. He
was sixty nine years old. He died surrounded by friends
and caregivers at his home in Camphill Ghent, Chatham
NY. Stevie was among the first three villagers to move from
Camphill Copake in January 2012. He became a teacher

par excellence for the care at the end of life. A smile or
even a kiss from him was considered the greatest reward
for those who cared for him, it was a giving and receiving.
Stevie was born in Washington DC on December 30
1945. His parents were Rosellen and Howard Hackley.
His older brother David remained faithfully connected to
him all these years. At the time of his birth his mother was
overwhelmed with the challenging task of raising a child
with special needs. In order to support her, Stevie’s Aunt
Pauline and his Grandmother Nana became part of the
family. His brother says that Stevie was passed from one
loving set of arms to another.
Steven came to Camphill Village Copake in 1974 when
he was twenty eight years old. He easily found his place
in the life of the community and in various work places.
Most notably he found his place in the household, later
in the Bookbindery, the Bakery and the Healing Plant
Garden. He was a faithful, steadfast worker; also extremely
mischievous and he loved to tease. Over the years he
has made many friends from all walks of life, from young
co-workers to employees, fellow villagers, house parents
and their children.
Stevie’s zest for life, sparkling mind and loving heart
leave a lasting impression on those who have known him.
He will be missed by the many whose lives he touched
so profoundly.
Mali Bjorgan

Review
Soul Survivor:
The Reincarnation
of a World War II
Fighter Pilot
Bruce and Andrea
Leininger
Paperback, 256 pages
Warner Brothers Inc.
ISBN 9780446509343
Review by
Johannes M Surkamp

The missing link discovered: from soul drama
to detective story

T

he book Soul Survivor features the reincarnation of
a World War Two US fighter pilot shot down by the
Japanese in the harbour of a South Pacific island in March
1945 who was born again with all his memories intact
in the USA in 1998. The book is written by his parents,
Bruce and Andrea Leininger, with Ken Gross.
The value of this story is that it is contemporary and
of western origin. It is also thoroughly researched, fully
documented and has the full acceptance and support
of the surviving family. It has stood the test of public
exposure in an ABC Primetime television programme
and is backed by the Natoma Bay Veterans’ Association
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(USA) and by the credentials of the authors and their
lively description of the unfolding revelations.
I have examined the theme of reincarnation for over
fifty years and have written two books on the subject. For
me, Soul Survivor is a real breakthrough. I feel it could
replace, once and for all, a belief in reincarnation into its
acceptance as a reality, a fact of life. I hope the following
will make a small contribution to this transformation.
Excerpts from the book:

The Nightmares
[James] seemed a most happy and content [baby]. In
fact, his parents felt that there was something uncanny
and amazingly mature about his everyday good nature
– which was part of why that first horrendous nightmare
came as such a shock…
Two days after the first nightmare, just after midnight,
the blood-curdling screams began again. Andrea leaped
out of bed and ran down the long hallway to clasp her
son in her arms and try to console him.
Almost two months after the nightmares began, James
was still thrashing and shrieking, but this time Andrea set
out to try to discover what he was saying. His cries, she
realized, were not just incomprehensible sounds – there
were also words. Once she’d deciphered some of them,
she came quickly back down the hallway and shook her
husband awake. “Bruce, Bruce, you need to hear what
he’s saying!” Bruce was annoyed, but he pulled himself
out of bed, muttering, “What the hell is going on here!”
Then as he stood in his son’s doorway, he also began to
pick out words, and his resentment faded.
He was lying there on his back, kicking and clawing
at the covers…like he was trying to kick his way out

of a coffin…But then I heard what James was saying…
”Airplane crash! Plane on fire! Little man can’t get out!”
Those were the actual words, the actual text of James’
outcries…

Age three
James turned three in 2001. Around the age of three a
child starts to refer to itself in the first person, no longer
in the third:
There were bears and tigers and dogs in the book,
but nothing alarming, or suggesting violence – just
a harmless metered rhyming children’s book. And in
the middle of it, James lay down on his back beside
Andrea and said, “Mama, the little man’s going like
this,” and then he kicked again. It was the same kind
of kick as in the nightmares, but now he was wide
awake. And he said as he kicked, “Ohhh! Ohhh!
Can’t get out!” He enacted the dream almost without
emotion. Andrea was trembling. Her hair felt as if it
were standing up. She decided to be very careful. She
put down the book. And something made her press
on: “I know you talked about that before, baby, when
you had those nightmares. Who is the little man?”
And as he lay there with his feet up in the air, he said
in a strangely quiet voice, “Me.” Without making too
much fuss, Andrea handed James the book and said,
“You know what? Let me get Daddy so you can tell
him, too.”…
Both parents approached their son as if on eggshells. They sat on the bed and spoke in a hoarse
whisper. “Baby, tell Daddy what you were telling me
before.” Obediently, James lay on his back, exactly as
he had done before, and said while he was doing it,
“Ohhh! Ohhh! Ohhh! Can’t get out!” Andrea spoke
softly, “James, you talked about the little man when
you have your dreams. Who is the little man?” Matterof-factly, he repeated, “Me.” Bruce’s face turned
pale…”Son, what happened to your plane?” James
replied, “It crashed on fire.” “Why did your airplane
crash?” “It got shot.” “Who shot your plane?” James
made a disgusted face. The answer was so obvious.
He had treated all the other questions with a certain
tolerant innocence, but this one seemed to strike him
as so inane that he rolled his eyes. “The Japanese!”
he said with the disdain of an impatient teenager.
This was a turning point. The logic of the psychological
drama had been rationally challenged. A new focus had
to be applied. The soul-searching had now to look for
outer evidence.

Jack Larsen
But Bruce and Andrea kept at it with James, albeit
with the knowledge that they were seeing though a
very capricious lens. “Can you remember anyone
else in the dream?” asked Andrea, “Any friends?”
James concentrated for a moment; then his face lit
up and he said, “Jack!” Well, it was a name, but it
was no big deal. There were a million guys named
Jack. “Do you remember Jack’s last name?” And then
James said very clearly, “Larsen. It was Jack Larsen.”
“Get the pen and paper”, said Bruce, holding down
his excitement…”Was Jack James’ friend?” And James
replied, “He was a pilot, too.” It was too much to
take in. They couldn’t push James any further. He
was yawning and ready for sleep.

Jack Larsen plunged the Leiningers into the heart of
the matter; belief and skepticism. Andrea decided to
believe. For Bruce a painstaking, time-taking process
started.

The Hurricane
[Bruce] picked him up and kissed him and said how
happy he was to have him as a son. “That’s why I
picked you; I knew you would be a good daddy.”
Bruce did not know what he had heard. “What did
you say?” “When I found you and Mommy, I knew
you would be good to me.” This was not the voice
of a child, although it came out of the mouth of a
four-year-old. “Where did you find us?” asked Bruce.
“Hawaii,” James replied. Bruce said it was wrong.
They had gone to Hawaii just that summer, when
they were all together. “It was not when we all went
to Hawaii. It was just Mommy and you at the big
pink hotel.” Bruce remained dumbfounded as James
added, “I found you at the beach. You were eating
dinner at night.” These were the facts. Bruce and Andrea were celebrating their fifth wedding anniversary.
Five weeks later Andrea got pregnant.

Challenges
This case of Soul Survivor described above constitutes
a real breakthrough regarding the question of reincarnation and should result in a permanent turning point
in the western world. What had been dismissed so far
as a merely personal conviction or spin, a mere belief,
can now be integrated as well-founded knowledge
into western thinking. Could not thereby the vicious
circle of violence and the decline of civilization into
materialism, stripped of meaning, be halted? The time
of dogmatism and scepticism could, in this third millennium after Christ, find an end through the recognition
of truly human perspectives. This would necessitate a
change, a transformation of thinking in every human
individual, as well as in scientific circles and communities of faith. Through Rudolf Steiner (1861–1925) ways
have been outlined by which to integrate the idea of
reincarnation, as a generally recognised reality, into
our knowledge.
However extraordinary the case of James Leininger
appears, it presents the general truth: all human beings
are ‘soul survivors’, who survive death with their spiritsoul and enter, after a time, a new life with old abilities
and new talents! In order to accept this view, some
corrections in our traditional concepts are required.
The story of James bears witness to a consciousness
outside the brain, a body-free independent destinyaccepting will, and a consciousness of a spiritual world.
This challenge which the story presents to our thinking
could serve the humanizing and renewal of culture
and civilisation.
The difference of the traditional eastern concept of
reincarnation and the newly germinating western one
is evident in that the eastern one wants to break the
wheel of repeated lives on earth in order to return to
Nirvana; whereas the western way considers the return
to the earth as the stages of spiritual development of love
towards the earth.
The English poet Christopher Fry (1907–2005) had a
notion of such an impending sea change in the words
spoken by one of his characters in The Sleep of Prisoners:
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Thank God our time is now when wrong
Comes up to face us everywhere,
Never to leave us till we take
The longest stride of soul men ever took.
Affairs are now soul size.
The enterprise
Is exploration into God.
Where are you making for? It takes
So many thousand years to wake,
But will you wake for pity’s sake?

Johannes has been a founder member of and was
actively involved in Camphill places in central
Scotland, Camphill Scotland and the Association.

Letter
Dear Editor,
read with great interest Sue Donat’s letter in the last
Camphill Correspondence (November/December
2013) where she praised the support workers who now
have much daily involvement in her life. It is a very
important letter and thank you Sue for flagging up an
interesting phenomenon!
I realised in what she said with a certain shock that
in the adult communities we are in ‘uncharted waters’
whereby we have the first generation of actively retired
people who are living and not necessarily working in
adult communities for various reasons. Once upon a
time you worked until you dropped, forgive the harsh
pronouncement! Then there was a time recently when
older people with special needs worked in the mornings
perhaps and had the afternoon to rest and refresh usually with a book or the radio in their room. They might
lay the supper table with a quiet evening before bed.
So what is happening now in the area where it used
to be snorted in Camphill places that “retirement is for
wimps”! In other words what is happening to the Camphill adult community where work for a resident of a
certain age is now becoming optional?
This uncharted water situation of the active retired
which is alluded to in Sue’s letter has a complex consequence to the life of the community and specifically
to the co-worker. It places the active retired person
who doesn’t necessarily want or cannot work full time
anymore in the companionship of the usually kind
and solicitous support worker who is turning out to be
good news indeed in some Camphill places. It is a real
pleasure to be on the bus together to the local town or
city, coffee and cake, a visit to the shops, maybe to the
library (shops are best!) a meal out (fish and chips!) –
and home for tea. As I write this it sounds rather nice
and let’s face it, this is not new. It has been done to get
new clothes or new saucepans since the first Camphill
adult community started in 1955. The day out together,
a forerunner to the day off!
I shall always remember Kate Roth off to the hairdresser in Middlesbrough from Botton with a car full
of her household shopping from the department store
(IKEA hadn’t been invented then so saucepans were
aluminium and blouses were nylon!) and we all noticed
how much she thoroughly enjoyed herself! Yet somehow
we have handed that pleasure to the support worker
who as part of his or her duties is taking her charges to
college courses, is watching TV together, going out on
trips as described and posing a whole new dimension
to a Camphill adult community.

I
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This brings up a conundrum. The different environment
that existed between the co-worker and the resident was,
may I say it, about upholding the higher aspirations of
the resident – and thus by inference putting a brake on
too much cake and too many chips! This is has been
replaced by an element of an unintentional indulgenceled approach. “You have deserved it dear after a long
working life, let’s go out and have a ball!”
I find myself thinking, how do you say all this without
sounding like a killjoy? Because as a person of a certain
age I like going out for trips too! Well, perhaps I can tell
you a story that tries to illustrate this picture of a tough
love approach in contrast with what can only be called
a certain indulgent approach when compared with past
practice. It can also show how vulnerable the long term
co-worker can appear through no fault of their own.
The scene is a windswept motorway service area,
somewhere in England. Enter a Camphill holiday party
going to do a transfer to a co-worker’s car and back home
to their community. Into this scenario there is a vague
promise of a meal or a coffee at the rendezvous point
so a certain pleasant anticipation is in the air. Holiday
party is a little late due to traffic etc. and the co-worker
is waiting.
After greetings all round, conversation goes something
like this:
Co-worker
“You don’t want to stay here, there’s a lovely meal
waiting and we must be on our way, food in there is
dreadful, much better we go to a wholesome meal
at home!”
Resident
“But we would like to have a coffee!”
Co-worker
“No need, we must get back. Bye!”
And off they go, resident with face in boots to face
another day perhaps a bit slimmer and healthier but
with a few grumbles – which of course gets back to the
powers that be.
So what do we do, co-worker not needed anymore,
support workers do trips much better! Co-worker not
needed anymore full stop. Where are we going here? Are
we unintentionally replacing the co-worker altogether,
the trips out being a tiny part of a much wider cultural
change?
We really need to address this question in the adult
communities and Sue’s letter is helpful in that it brings
up the debate.
Vivian Griffiths, Graythwaite, England

**SEEKING HOUSEHOLDERS AND WORK LEADERS**

Triform Camphill Community warmly invites applications from people with previous Camphill experience to join us as householders.
Located in Hudson, New York, Triform is a residential community for young adults with developmental disabilities. Now in its 34th year,
it includes a dynamic mix of over 110 people spanning many generations, cultures and ranges of ability. Forty young adults with social,
mental, physical and emotional disabilities live and work side by side with full time volunteer resident staff and the staff’s families on a
410 acre biodynamic/organic farm in beautiful Columbia County, New York. In addition to our certified Biodynamic/Organic farm and
garden, Triform offers craft workshops such as a weavery, pottery and a bakery. To create a harmonious balance to the work life, we
also offer artistic courses in the afternoons such as music, eurythmy, painting and drama. We welcome applications from individuals
who wish to share their gifts and talents with us!

www.triform.org

20 Triform Road, Hudson, NY 12534/ Call:(518) 851-9320 ext.12

volunteer@triform.org

Triform Camphill Community is a non denominational community which does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, creed, gender or national origin
ada6-TL-autism.qxd:Layout 1 7/10/13 09:21 Page 1 and is a not- for- profit organization.
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www.templelodge.com or by phoning 0845 370 0067

Botton Village
Camphill Homemaker
(House Co-ordinator)

needed

Enthusiastic committed people needed, either
single or families, to help take Botton Village
into its next stage of development.
An interest in Camphill is essential, experience
is helpful, as well as a willingness to live and
work with others. In the realm of the home it is
apparent that life in Camphilll is more than a
job. It is a way of living together.
Botton Village, an intentional community within
the Camphill Movement, is home to about 250
people, 106 of whom are adults with learning
disabilities.
People work on the land, including five farms,
gardens and forestry, in workshops and in our
households. We try to combine modern social
care with traditional Camphill values and the
practical aspects of Anthroposophy.
Trainings are offered up to QCF level 3 and
beyond.

email: jane.balls@cvt.org.uk
phone: Jane Balls +44 (0)1287 661281
www.cvt.org.uk
Botton Village is a centre of The Camphill Village
Trust Ltd., Charity No 232402 England.

IFAN

Diploma in Anthroposophic Health Care
A new health care course by Anthroposophic Health Care Education and Training (AHCET)
is taking place at Emerson College. This part time, modular course provides an inspiring and
professional training in health care to nurses and carers who wish to deepen their understanding of the role of the caregiver.

Introductory Week 7–11 April 2014
The introductory week is followed by a foundation course of six five-day modules delivered
over two years. All tutors are state registered nurses and IFAN accredited Anthroposophic Nurse
Specialists (ANS).
The programme is certified as a Diploma in Anthroposophic Health Care (Eq. Level 4), an Edexcel Assured Crossfields Institute qualification. It is recognised by IFAN (International Forum for
Anthroposophic Nursing) and CAHSC (Council for Anthroposophic Health and Social Care).
Course Dates (following the Introductory Week)
2014: 9–13 June, 13–17 October
2015: 16–20 February, 8–12 June, 12–16 October,
2016: 15–19 February
For information and to apply, see www.emerson.org.uk or contact us.
Emerson College, Hartfield Road , Forest Row, East Sussex, RH18 5JX, England
+44 (0)1342 822238, registrar@emerson.org.uk

email: botton.reception@camphill.org.uk
Phone Jane Balls: (0) 1287 661281
www.camphill.org.uk
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The magazine for
anthroposophical curative
education and social therapy
throughout the world.
We would be glad to send you
a subscription (£18.00 for four
issues a year including postage)
or an individual copy (£4.50
+ postage) so you can see for
yourself why this magazine has
been so well received.

Thank you for your support and interest –
it helps to keep the anthroposophical world
of curative education and social therapy
informed, focussed, engaged, and listening!
08/03/2013 16:41:25

Please contact: Bianca Hugel (Subscriptions) at
pandcsubs@gmail.com
or at:
7 Wheeler Street, Stourbridge, West Mids, UK, DY8 1XL

Camphill Village
Kimberton Hills:
a lifesharing
community
Kimberton, PA
USA

610-935-3963

Coworkers
Welcomed!
Looking for families and individuals
who would like to live with the
rhythms of community life and:
• Live and work therapeutically
with adults with special needs
• Help with homemaking, dairy
farming, orchard, herb garden,
pottery or weavery workshops
• Partake in a rich social and
cultural life with training and
educational opportunities
Based on the insights
of Rudolf Steiner

Learn more and apply at:

www.camphillkimberton.org

Self Catering Holiday House: The White House Killin
Set within the beautiful
Loch Lomond and
Trossachs National Park,
The White House is in an
ideal location to explore
the natural beauty of
Highland Perthshire,
Scotland. Situated in a
secluded setting near
the shores of Loch Tay, this area offers outstanding opportunities
for touring, walking, cycling, bird watching and canoeing.
Comprises 5 bedrooms with accommodation
for up to 12 persons sharing.
contact ueli@ochiltowerschool.org for a brochure and availability

Inside the chapel near Svetlana

The Great Morning, Philip Otto Runge, detail
The Dove Logo of the Camphill movement is a symbol of the pure, spiritual principle which underlies the physical human form.
Uniting soon after conception with the hereditary body, it lives on unimpaired in each human individual.
It is the aim of the Camphill movement to stand for this ‘Image of the Human Being’ as expounded in Rudolf Steiner’s work,
so that contemporary knowledge of the human being may be enflamed by the power of love.
Camphill Correspondence tries to facilitate this work through free exchange within and beyond the Camphill movement.
Therefore, the Staff of Mercury, the sign of communication which binds the parts of the organism into the whole,
is combined with the Dove in the logo of Camphill Correspondence.

Editors:
Maria Mountain (Editor and Adverts) 37 Highfield Road, Halesowen, West Midlands, B63 2DH, UK
Email: campcorresp@gmail.com
Deborah Ravetz, 11 Upper Close, Forest Row, RH18 5DS, UK
Subscriptions:
Bianca Hugel, 7 Wheeler Street, Stourbridge, DY8 1XL, UK
Email: campcosubs@gmail.com
Advertisements:
Suggested contribution of £25–£45 per small announcement/advert.
Visa/Mastercard details or cheques can be sent to Bianca (address above), made out to Camphill Correspondence.
Subscriptions:
£22.80 per annum for six issues, or £3.80 for copies or single issues.
Please make your cheque payable to Camphill Correspondence and send with your address to Bianca Hugel (address above),
or you can pay by Visa or MasterCard, stating the exact name as printed on the card, the card number, and expiry date.
Back Copies:
are available from Bianca Hugel and from Camphill Bookshop, Aberdeen
Deadlines:
Camphill Correspondence appears bi-monthly in January, March, May, July, September and November.
th
Deadlines for ARTICLES are: Jan 30 , Mar 30th, May 30th, July 30th, Sept 30th and Nov 25th.
ADVERTISEMENTS and SHORT ITEMS can come up to seven days later than this.
Camphill Correspondence Ltd, registered in England 6460482
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